
1. Introduction

This study provides an initial examination of the features of spoken legal English 
as produced by Italian EFL undergraduate students. The interlanguage of Italian 
learners of English has been investigated both in its written and oral form (e.g. Bonsegna 
2000; Calabrese 2006; Castello 2013; Castello and Davies 2012; Furiassi 2004; Prat 
Zagrebelsky 2004; Pulcini 2009; Selvaggio 1997), but attention has remained confined to 
general English and research has not yet addressed the various areas of specialization, 
e.g. medicine, law, and economics, in which English is used and learnt1. Several corpora 
of learner English produced by L1-Italian speakers have also been compiled (Gilquin et 
al. 2010; Housen 2002; Atwell et al. 2003), but to date there only exists one specialized 
English learner corpus, i.e. the Corpus of Business Letters, which consists of letters, 

1  Reference is not made here to English as a Lingua Franca, which is instead a widely investigated 
field from several different perspectives. What is missing today are studies about the process of 
learning English for Specific Purposes addressing the critical issues that learners are faced with when 
communicating in a number of specialized contexts. 
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e-mails, faxes, memos and reports produced by Italian students taking the BEC (Business 
English Certificate) examination2. There are as yet no publicly available corpora of spoken 
learner English for Specific Purposes produced by L1-Italian speakers. 

In order to start filling this gap, a small database of approximately 30,000 words of 
spoken legal English produced by Italian university students was created with the aim 
of analysing the dynamics and difficulties of interaction, both at the verbal and non-
verbal level, between pairs of learners simulating lawyer-client interviews. The database 
consists of video-recorded conversations which have been error-annotated and tagged 
for various linguistic and extra-linguistic dimensions3. For the present study, however, 
only a subcorpus of the most representative conversations (for a total of 4,599 words) 
was selected and analysed multimodally, following the technique proposed by Baldry 
(2000), Thibault (2000) and Baldry and Thibault (2006), which brings together verbal 
text and visual image in addition to a description of the function of non-verbal behaviour, 
such as body posture, hand gestures, facial expressions, etc. This analytical method has 
made it possible to observe how learners communicate from a broader, more complete 
perspective, which also takes proxemics and socio-cultural aspects into consideration.

The topic and starting point of the dialogues is a case of defamation presented in 
the ‘law in practice’ section of Unit 3 of Introduction to International Legal English 
(Krois-Lindner and Firth 2008: 33-37)4. Before engaging in role-play and prior to the 
recordings, the students were presented with the key terms and expressions used in 
this particular area of tort law and they practised using new vocabulary items, both 
inside and outside the classroom, with a series of different written and oral exercises. 
We started with a general reading in class on the topic of torts in common law and then 
analysed and discussed two famous tort law cases in the USA, i.e. Liebeck v. McDonald’s 
Restaurants and Palsgraf v. The Long Island Railway Company, so that students could 
first familiarize themselves with the basic contents and vocabulary of this area of civil 
law. Secondly, we worked on the key terms typically used in the field of defamation 
and when reporting about the procedural history of a case. This activity was followed 
by a number of gap-filling and matching exercises on the use of collocations and fixed 
phrases. We then listened to an interview between a student lawyer at a university law 
clinic and the imaginary client the students had to give advice to in their simulated 
dialogues. The students were finally asked to prepare a glossary for homework with 
all the new words and expressions learnt, and to check their exact pronunciation. The 

2   This corpus is currently under development. For more information and updates, consult the webpage 
of the Centre for English Corpus Linguistics at the University of Louvain-la-Neuve at https://uclouvain.
be/en/research-institutes/ilc/cecl/learner-corpora-around-the-world.html.

3  The corpus has not yet been made available in that it is currently being used only for research 
purposes as part of the Italian PRIN Project financed by the Italian Ministry for the University (PRIN 
2015 no.2015TJ8ZAS).

4  This case concerns the sale of a defective laptop by a hypothetical store called Carmecom. Right 
after buying the computer, an imaginary client (Charles Tholthorpe) notices that it has a burnt pixel in 
the middle of the screen. Therefore, he goes back to the store and asks for a replacement, but Carmecom 
refuses to replace it saying that under the guarantee at least 7 pixels have to be burnt in order to be 
eligible for a replacement. Mr Tholthorpe then gets upset and starts slandering the company. As a result 
of his behaviour, Carmecom’s lawyers send Mr Tholthorpe a letter in which they communicate their 
intention to sue him if he does not sign a retraction. The students taking part in the role-plays were 
asked to imagine and structure a possible conversation between Mr Tholthorpe and a lawyer giving him 
legal advice further to the receipt of this letter.
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34 students taking part in the role-play (7 males and 27 females aged between 19-25)5 
had an intermediate level of English, roughly corresponding to the B1/B2 level of the 
Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for languages.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 examines word counts and frequencies 
of single lexical items and of multi-word units in the database in order to provide a 
first general description of learners’ use of distinctive lexis and phraseology. Section 
3 provides a quantitative and qualitative investigation of learners’ errors and tries 
to identify their possible causes. Section 4 addresses extra-linguistic elements and 
their interaction with speech in order to study the role and function of learners’ use 
of non-verbal behaviour during the communicative act in this particular context. 
Finally, Section 5 summarizes the results of the study, addresses the points that need 
improvement and highlights those aspects that will have to be tackled in future research 
on English for Specific Purposes learning.

2. Key lexical items and their frequencies

Before examining the lexical features of the small learner corpus used for the present 
analysis, let us briefly consider how the concept of ‘term’ has been defined in the linguis-
tic literature. It can generally be argued that terms are lexical items used in a more or 
less specialized way in a certain domain; they represent a functional class of lexical units 
(Sager 1990) characterized by a narrower scope of meaning and usage. Here are some 
typical definitions: “[The term is] a lexical item deliberately created within a specialised 
society, which is used especially among a group of people with the same vocation […]” 
(Nomoto 1982: 562); “The term […] is a linguistic symbol which is assigned to one or 
more concepts, which are defined from neighbouring concepts. It can be a word or a word 
group” (Felber 1984: 168); “[The term is] a lexical unit consisting of one or more than one 
word which represents a concept inside a domain” (de Bessé et al. 1997: 152). It follows 
that ‘terminology’ refers to the vocabulary of a specific discipline or field. While ‘vocabu-
lary’ is the core deposit of lexical items on which all utterances in a language are based, 
the status of ‘terminology’ is more restricted and even includes non-linguistic elements, 
such as mathematical symbols or chemical formulae, for instance. At a strictly linguistic 
level, “a terminology is a functionally identified subset of the vocabulary of a language” 
(Kageura 2012: 12). However, the dividing line between terms and ordinary words is not 
always clear-cut. This is because the former may, through repeated use, become ordinary 
in wider discourse and registers (cf. Dury 2008), while the latter may work as terms when 
their meaning is restricted by domain-specific usage. In semiotic terms and according to 
the view of lexical complexity (Merlini Barbaresi 2003; Bertuccelli Papi and Lenci 2007), 
the fact that terms refer to specialized concepts tends to make them more biunique, i.e. 
monoreferential, and therefore less complex on a parameter of diagrammaticity (Peirce 
1965). There are many examples of ordinary words and phrases that have taken on spe-
cialized meanings in legal language. Take, for instance, the word consideration in expres-

5  Their written consent to be videoed for the purpose of this in-course assessment task and for research 
was obtained prior to the recordings. The students were asked to sign a document granting permission 
for the footage to be used, according to the Italian Personal Data Protection Code (law no. 196 of 30 
June 2003).
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sions such as He gave consideration for the signing of the loan. This general English word 
is used in legal contexts to refer to the act of giving something of value, typically money, 
in exchange for something else (the loan, in this case). 

The literature on legal language, including the study of legal terminology, is ex-
tremely vast and it brings together various areas of research that range from legal 
linguistics proper to intercultural studies (cf. Gotti and Williams 2010). Since the publi-
cation of Mellinkoff’s (1963) seminal work The Language of the Law, legal language has 
been analysed extensively and from several perspectives (cf. Tiersma and Solan 2012). 
It has been examined both in general terms (e.g. Tiersma 1999) and within various spe-
cialized areas, such as legal writing (e.g. Asprey 2010; Bathia 2010), legal translation 
(e.g. Šarčević 2006; Gotti 2014), forensic linguistics (e.g. Olsson 2008), etc. However, it 
is beyond the purpose of this study to review the existing literature on legal language in 
general and on the topic of legal terminology in particular. In addition, the distinction 
made below between legal and non-legal words/expressions that learners use in their 
simulated lawyer-client interactions (Tables 1 and 2) does not rely on any existing clas-
sification of lexical items in terms of levels of specialization. Such a distinction is simply 
based on a glossary prepared during an in-class task before the actual speaking activi-
ties in which the learners were asked to group together all the lexical items belonging in 
various degrees to the semantic field of ‘law’ and to the specific area of defamation that 
had appeared in the preparatory exercises and brainstorming sessions. 

The 4,599-word subcorpus under investigation here was created by manually up-
loading the text from the video recordings of 17 pairs of students performing the dia-
logues in front of the class. The conversations were first transcribed and then annotated 
with metadata describing the gestural, kinesic and proxemic elements that the partic-
ipants employ in interaction. This metadata accompanies the still-frame images of the 
salient moments in the conversations during which the use of non-verbal cues is par-
ticularly prominent. The database was first analysed with the Key Words/Terms func-
tion of Sketch Engine6, which provided a summary of the frequencies and collocational 
behaviour of all the words in the corpus. With this function it was possible to identify 
instantly the typical lexical features of the dialogues. Table 1 shows the key terms of 
the corpus with their corresponding raw frequencies. The explicitly legal words that the 
learners used have been highlighted in bold. 

This initial automatic analysis provides only a general overview of the frequencies of 
single lexical items. It does not indicate whether or not they are used correctly. It shows, 
however, the presence of a number of words that do not actually exist in English or 
which are obvious mistakes in the contexts in which they appear (i.e. allora, alternately, 
ange, lasttop, warrancy, guarancy, refound, retractation, tractment and preparated). 
Out of the 531 tokens that Sketch Engine generated, 342 of them (64.4%) are general 
English words, while only 189 are clearly legal terms (approximately 35.6%). 

The most frequent legal term in the database is retraction. It appears almost 
exclusively in the phrase to sign/signing the retraction (Figure 1), which does not 
present any special difficulties for learners due to its similarity to the Italian expression 
firmare la ritrattazione. The verb retract, instead, is only minimally represented. In 
addition, the learners used the word retraction almost exclusively in association with 

6  https://www.sketchengine.eu.
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the verb sign. When used in other contexts some grammatical mistakes were made. 
Although the learners were exposed to and made aware of key legal vocabulary and 
fixed lexical items in a number of preparatory activities, they showed a tendency to 
freely experiment with certain patterns, sometimes producing wrong combinations (see 
Section 3). The word lawyer is commonly misused, but when used properly it appears in 
various collocational patterns typically involving verbs, e.g. call/contact a lawyer, talk/
speak with a lawyer, and in other types of common expressions in English, such as the 
lawyer’s remuneration, I received a defamatory letter from their lawyers, I got a letter 
from their lawyers, etc.; the terms damage and damages are often confused: the former 

Figure 1. Collocational behaviour of retraction

Table 1. Legal and non-legal key words in the corpus

Table 1. Legal and non-legal key words in the corpus   

RIESCI A DIVIDERLA IN DUE METÀ? E METTERLE una ACCANTO all’altra? 

 43 Carmecom  8 defamatory  2 truthfulness 
 33 laptop  7 accuse  2 ltd 
 33 letter  7 proceed  2 compensatory 
 26 shop  6 libellous  2 impulsive 
 26 morning  6 Bye  2 remuneration 
 25 retraction  6 Inc  2 burnt 
 24 okay  6 angry  2 imprisonment 
 22 lawyer  5 refound  2 faulty 
 21 yes  5 Ok  2 imprison 
 18 damage  5 gonna  2 defective 
 17 pixel  4 retract  2 accusation 
 16 legal  4 apologise  2 tense 
 15 sue  4 rubbish  2 unfair 
 11 defamation  4 posting  2 tray 
 10 Tholthorpe  4 compromise  2 compensate 
 10 threaten  3 guarancy  1 warrancy 
 10 burn  3 dot  1 tractment 
 9 Charles  3 Hardy  1 Carmecoms 
 9 refuse  3 lawsuit  1 lasttop 

	

 1 bye  1 underline   
 1 alternatly  1 disagreement   
 1 retractation  1 Gabriel   
 1 allora  1 injustice   
 1 preceed  1 Welcome   
 1 ange  1 unbelievable   
 1 preparated  1 alright   
 1 Afterward     
 1 slanderous     
 1 defaulted     
 1 burned     
 1 onerous     
 1 writ     
 1 restitution     
 1 summons     
 1 hasty     
 1 Okay     
 1 tort     
 1 denounce     
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is used prevalently as a verb, as in they will damage other people and you really damaged 
their reputation, and less as a noun, e.g. they must pay for my damage, the damage 
you had or the damage you caused them. Interestingly, legal is a word that Italian 
learners find hard to pronounce correctly, but its combinatory uses in the conversations 
(e.g., legal action/advice/proceeding) reflect the typical collocational patterns of English; 
similarly, sue, lawsuit, libellous and threaten are very often mispronounced but used 
correctly from a lexical-syntactic point of view (e.g. We can sue Carmecom, they will sue 
me, you can lose the lawsuit, libellous postings are punished by the law, I threatened 
to send a message); the word defamation is more frequently and naturally used than 
defamatory, which is instead likely to occur in miscollocations. 

Generally speaking, learners show a tendency to perform better with the production 
of noun-verb combinations (e.g. accusing me of defamation) and with phrases that do 
not entail adjectival premodifiers, as in they will sue me for defamation, the letter of 
defamation and the tort of defamation. As for the pair accuse/accusation, the former 
is more frequent and appears in various constructions, in both active and passive 
form, and in different tenses (e.g. they will accuse me of defamation, you are accused of 
defamatory […], so you’ve been accused by Carmecom of defamation, were you accused 
of defamation?), while the latter is rare.

The use of legal multi-word units is fairly limited. Table 2 shows that learners 
prevalently produce two-word combinations and that longer lexical sequences are 

Table 2. Legal and non-legal multi-word units in the corpus
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24 good morning  2 next week  1 buying anything 

 6 new laptop  1 gonna initiate legal 
action  1 civil case 

 5 legal action  1 initiate legal action  1 defective product 
 3 red dot  1 bad advertising  1 bad company 
 3 legal way  1 welcome good afternoon  1 interesting case 
 3 first option  1 pixel burn  1 real story 
 3 shop assistant  1 honest compromise  1 bad publicity 
 2 defamatory campaign  1 rude mode  1 legal authority 
 2 current civil law  1 use much money  1 little part 
 2 economic compensation  1 little part of laptop price  1 stupid thing 
 2 contact list  1 part of laptop price  1 close examination 
 2 good afternoon  1 annoying pixel  1 significant amount 
 2 civil law  1 warrancy policy  1 first reading 
 2 legal advice  1 laptop price  1 right person 
 2 good evening  1 selling defective product  1 back home 
 2 much money  1 lawyer remuneration  1 limited company 
 2 next time  1 sign retraction  1 little chance 
 2 good idea  1 way future  1 last week 
 1 way future customer  1 everything start  1 other hand 
 1 award damage  1 defamatory letter    
 1 stupid discussion  1 big amount   
 1 clinical law  1 future customer    
 1 defamatory lawsuit  1 hand shake    
 1 many mailing  1 legal proceeding    
 1 little manifestation  1 good bye    
 1 main mean  1 next event    
 1 wrong way  1 same day   
 1 good job  1 long time   
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infrequent (the legal expressions are highlighted in bold). The most frequent phrase 
that learners use correctly is legal action, followed by economic compensation, civil law 
and legal advice. In all the other cases, there are just single occurrences of two- or 
three-word lexical units. More than half of all the multi-word expressions in the corpus 
present some combinatory errors that will be discussed in Section 3.

3. Error analysis and explanation

This section presents and discusses the most common mistakes in the learners’ 
use of both general and legal English in the 17 simulated lawyer-client dialogues. 
Since the corpus of data collected for the analysis is small, there is no intention of 
making generalizations about this specific learner population’s interlanguage. The aim 
here is that of providing an initial assessment of Italian students’ oral performance 
in this particular ESP context, observing verbal as well as non-verbal aspects of 
miscommunication. This is because multimodal analyses of learner language are still 
non-existent in the area of legal English. 

Although the students taking part in the speaking activities were explicitly trained 
prior to the recordings in the use of legal terminology with respect to the field of 
defamation, it must be said that most of them had just enrolled in their law degree 
course and did not even have a mastery of domain-specific language in Italian. This 
condition obviously impacted on their performance. On the other hand, though, they 
should have acquired intermediate general English proficiency in their secondary school 
and pre-university courses, which instead was not always the case. Most of the students 
were weakest in grammar and vocabulary use7. Pronunciation problems, including 
stress and intonation, were also extremely frequent. Only on a few occasions, however, 
did these mistakes result in unintelligibility or comprehension difficulty during the 
activities. On closer examination of the recorded data, it became possible to interpret 
and understand initially unclear utterances.

The most frequent mistakes concerned the use of tense, aspect and mood, but the 
students also often omitted personal pronouns or inflections that mark number, subject-
verb agreement and possession; they struggled with word order and syntactic structure, 
and they had problems with phrasing, which was generally verbose and monotonous, 
with an abundance of stilted or short and choppy sentences. 

There are 104 cases of grammatical mistakes in the transcriptions, more than half of 
which are related to the incorrect use of verbs. While some of the latter mistakes are the 
obvious consequence of inaccuracy (Table 3), others are instead quite serious (Table 4) 
and show that these students are in need of further basic instruction in grammar. There 
is a strong general tendency to drop inflectional suffixes, especially the –ed marker of 
the past simple/participle of regular verbs and the –(e)s in the third person singular 
verb form of the present simple or in plural nouns. But irregular verbs are also often not 
used correctly, e.g. the past simple form of the verb tends not to be used systematically.

7  Grammar and vocabulary are treated here as two macro-areas, encompassing morphological, 
syntactic, semantic issues and single/multi-word lexical units as well as longer phrases and expressions, 
respectively.
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The students’ difficulties in using verbs and in structuring the sentence show some 
recurrent patterns. Apart from examples (5) and (6), which are isolated cases, common 
problems typically include misusing the simple present, which tends to replace the 
simple future (7), the present perfect (8) or even the past perfect (9); the simple past is 
often misused in place of the present perfect simple or continuous (10); the subjunctive 
and the conditional mood in if-clauses are confused (11, 12); modal auxiliary verbs and 
want appear in wrong syntactic constructions (13, 14, 15, 16); and the use of non-finite 
verbs in infinitival clauses is problematic (17).

Less frequent mistakes (Table 5) concern the use of ordinal numbers in dates 
(18), definite and indefinite articles and their agreement with nouns (19, 20, 21), the 
comparative and the superlative (22), the Saxon genitive (23) and prepositions in 
prepositional verbs (24). 

The data also include instances of wrong word order usage (Figure 2), which results 
in a number of fragmented and/or tangled sentences. Students appear to struggle with 

Table 3. Common students’ errors: lack of inflectional suffixes

Table 4. Common students’ errors: wrong use of verbs and tenses

Table 5. Less frequent students’ errors

1 I was very angry and I  *scream in front of the shop 
2 What did you do when they *refuse to replace it? 
3 This situation *stress me out 
4 I went out and *say and told all the people around 

 
 
3 

5 I  * Charles and I need your help 
6 It’s  *was a pleasure and 
7 Of course. I *do my best 
8 Finally I *decide that signing the retraction is 

the best way 
9 And told the people around what *happen to me 
10 I *thought for a long time about this case 
11 The letter said either I sign the retraction 

or I 
*would have been sued  

12 If you had known there is a pixel was 
burned out you never 

*bought it 

13 I must *to inform you about the risk 
14 I wouldn’t *to reach hasty conclusion 
15 In this way future customer *will not having do what I 

having do 
 

16 We  *want apologize We want 
17 I went on Carmecon shop for *buy a laptop 

 
 
 
4 

 
18 On  *twenty-five of November I went 
19 But *most important 

things 
is to try to sign  

20 Liability for selling *defective product  
21 Please give me *an explanations  
22 I think it’s *the better thing to do 
23 I received a letter from *Carmecom lawyers  
24 The shop assistant told me to *wait my turn  

 
5 
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fixed constructions (e.g. those embedding the verb suggest), which they ‘manipulate’ in 
a number of ways, often calquing the syntactic patterns of Italian. Sentence phrasing 
is sometimes long and laboured to the extent that students themselves may become 
confused at some point and get stuck in the middle of the conversation. More often, 
though, they produce odd sentences, which would probably be unintelligible out of 
context or for someone unfamiliar with Italian. Although it is true that ‘oddness’ is not 
necessarily a concern if speakers manage to convey their intended meaning8, there are 
some sentences in the corpus which are undoubtedly problematic and not transparent 
even for those familiar with the topic of the conversation.

As far as the students’ performance in the use of vocabulary is concerned, there are 
a total of 108 errors in the subcorpus examined, 67 of which concern single lexical items 
while 41 are mistakes with collocations. The most frequently misused word is lawyer, 
which the students treat as a title, as in the case of Doctor or Professor (e.g. Doctor 
White, Professor Chomsky, etc.). They do not seem to be aware of the fact that the 
word lawyer in English may not be used as a form of address and they keep repeating 
it throughout the dialogues in order to maintain a formal register (Figure 3). This is an 
obvious calque from Italian which, unlike English, allows the use of the word avvocato 
both as a title and as a polite form of address.  

Although the students had demonstrated that they had learnt specialized vocabulary 
related to the topic of defamation and tort in a number of activities prior to the enactment 
of the conversations, when it came to actively using legal words and expressions they 
produced several inaccuracies and mistakes. The word retraction, for instance, was often 

8  This is particular true for speakers of ELF (English as a Lingua Franca), whose drawing on their L1’s 
lexico-grammatical resources may be viewed as a sign of interlinguistic development (cf. Jenkins 2014).

Figure 2. Examples of syntactic dysfluency

Figure 3. Misuse of the word lawyer
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misread as *tractment or *retractation, guarantee as *guarancy, and refund as *refound; 
they often confused damage and damages, and did not seem to be aware of Italian-
English ‘false friends’, i.e. they used process for trial, cause for lawsuit, denounce for 
sue9, and so forth. Compound nouns are often mixed up too, with the result that certain 
exchanges may come across as potentially unintelligible. An interesting example is that 
of clinical law (I spoke with the clinical law and he told me that I must speak with 
a lawyer), whereby a student playing the client’s role actually refers to a ‘volunteer 
lawyer he met at a law clinic’. The use of legal verb-noun collocations appears as the 
most problematic area in the dialogues. The students either combine words disregarding 
the fact that English does not necessarily accept the same constructions as Italian (e.g. 
What happens if we go in a legal way?)10, or produce hybrid structures that mix lexical 
items from different lexical sets (e.g. I immediately provide to meet legal action to Mr 
Tholthorpe). Sometimes they produce very convoluted and odd/wrong expressions (e.g. 
We should try to bargain a damage in a trial to try to avoid a trial). 

Pronunciation problems with legal words and phrases also abound in the database. 
There are 78 instances of mispronunciations and 15 cases of wrong stress and intonation 
patterns, despite the fact that the students actually practised the pronunciation of key 
vocabulary items in the pre-dialogue activities. The most commonly mispronounced 
words are legal ('legʌl), sue ('sju:/'ʃu:), sued ('sju:d/'ʃu:d), lawsuit (lɔ:'swit/lɔ:'swi:t), 
threaten ('θri:ten), threatens ('θri:tenz), threatened ('θri:tened/'θrɛtened), libellous 
(li'bɛllus), damage (dʌ'mʌʒ) and charges ('tʃerʤis). 

Finally, on six different occasions it was impossible to understand what the students 
were trying to say (Table 6). They kept talking and did not allow themselves to be 
interrupted, despite the audience’s and my obvious signs of comprehension difficulty, as 
if their only aim was that of concluding the conversation swiftly and at the same time 
trying to use at all costs the words and expressions they had memorized. 

There are various reasons behind the students’ errors and difficulties that have emerged 
during the conversations. Their tendency to drop inflectional suffixes, as exemplified in 

9  This is because the Italian words for trial, lawsuit and sue are ‘processo’, ‘causa’ and ‘denunciare’, 
respectively.

10  This question calques the Italian Cosa succede se andiamo per vie legali?

Table 6. Examples of incomprehensible speech

 
25 L: If you’re not sure, probably we gonna try some options and we gonna initiate legal action to 

obtain alternatly the repair or the replacement of the product or the restitution of the price. 
C: Yes, it’s good, but how, why they must change their position for replace my 
laptop? 

26 C: I want back my money or to change my product. 
L: I know, but the way you proceed, you, you, you do, down, everything is the wrong way. 

27 L: I believe your case deserves a close examination. Now, in cases like yours the main 
mean of defence is justification. In other words, it means that the truthfulness of your 
sentences will be valid by the judge. 

28 L: You will sign the retraction, but if they want, if they don’t agree, we will go on with 
the action. 
C: Well, a good idea. I’m, I would use much money if I don’t try. 

29 L: I think you must not be anything, because the guarantee doesn’t compensate. 
 
 
6 
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Table 3, can be explained as the result of a morphological simplification process based 
on the principle of language economy, whereby verb and noun endings are lost if other 
elements in the sentence are enough to disambiguate the meaning. It is obvious, for 
instance, that in I was very angry and I *scream in front of the shop and What did you do 
when they *refuse to replace it? reference is made to a past event, which is indicated by the 
presence of was and did, respectively. Therefore, it is perhaps unconsciously perceived 
as unimportant to provide further linguistic markers of past tense. This phenomenon 
may also be explained by drawing upon the theory of markedness and complexity (cf., 
among others, Bybee 2011; Callies 2013; Kean 1992; Waugh and Lafford 2006), according 
to which ‘marked’ forms, i.e. structurally more complex words as in the case of plural 
vs. singular nouns (dogs/dog), feminine vs. masculine nouns (lioness/lion), past simple 
vs. present simple verbs (worked/work), tend to be less frequent and also to appear at 
later stages in first and second language acquisition as well as in language learning. 
This unmarking trend has also been observed in English as a Lingua Franca, both in 
Europe and Asia (Yano 2016), thus suggesting that non-native speakers of English 
find morphological inflections not difficult to understand per se, but perhaps somewhat 
redundant from a semantic viewpoint and are thus often eliminated in spoken discourse. 

As far as the students’ errors in the use of verbs and tenses are concerned (see 
Table 4 above), they are to a large extent due to L1 transfer, which affects students’ 
output both at a strictly structural and semantic level. Example (7), for instance, is a 
phraseological calque of the Italian expression Faccio del mio meglio, in which the future 
is not normally used, even though the phrase is understood as a promise for the future. 
This illocutionary act is typically expressed through the use of will in English, but not 
necessarily in Italian. Other examples of structural calquing can be observed in (16) and 
(17), which are typical mistakes in the interlanguage of Italian learners of English. On 
the other hand, examples (8) and (9) may again be explained as an unconscious attempt 
at ‘reducing’ complex constructions, as in the cases of morphological simplification 
discussed above: in (8) the student avoids using the Present Perfect, which is notoriously 
hard to master, because there is rarely a semantic equivalent to it in Italian; example 
(9) shows that the compound form of verbs is often avoided, although in this specific 
case also the corresponding Italian expression would require the use of an auxiliary 
before the main verb (Dissi/Dicevo alle persone intorno quel che mi era successo). 
This tendency towards structural reduction may be observed in (10) too, where the 
auxiliary have is dropped and only the nucleus of the verb phrase, i.e. the semantically 
significant element, is maintained11. Formally and cognitively complex constructions 
represent a hurdle for EFL users/learners. What is complex in itself may translate into 
processing difficulty and, consequently, misuse. Therefore, there is, on the one hand, 
a direct correlation between markedness and complexity and, on the other, a possible 
link between complexity and ease or difficulty in the use of a certain pattern. Example 
(11) is an interesting case of complexification, which appears to contradict the other 
uses described above. However, this is another instance of how long compound forms, 
especially when they occur in association with one another, as in the case of subjunctive 
conditional sentences, lead to confusion and to the production of wrong patterns. This 

11  Cf. Franceschi (2010) for a corpus-based analysis of the various Present Perfect uses by Italian 
University learners of EFL.
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may also be observed in (12), in which the if-clause is particularly problematic, although 
the prevalent tendency here is again to simplify the structure of the sentence. 

The cases of syntactic dysfluency exemplified in Table 6 are difficult to interpret 
because they are highly idiosyncratic. Yet, to a certain extent, they appear to result 
from the students’ tendency to bring together previously memorized chunks in a rather 
haphazard way.

Pronunciation problems, instead, are due to a number of different reasons, 
including the students’ insufficient exposure to listening materials, the inconsistent 
and irregular patterns of pronunciation of English (especially with respect to single 
vowel and diphthong sounds, e.g. land [lænd] vs. charge [tʃa:ʤ], treat [trit/tri:t] vs. 
threat [‘θrɛt], etc.), the similarities in spelling with other perhaps more familiar words 
which, however, are pronounced differently (e.g. suite [swi:t] vs. suit [su:t]), and the 
similarities in spelling with Italian words (e.g. legale, libello) that probably interfere 
with phonetic perception and production. Some confusion may also be caused by 
interference with languages other than Italian. This could be the case of damage, 
because its pronunciation sometimes resembles that of French.

4. Beyond the word level

It is an acknowledged fact that all communication is multimodal, i.e. we do not only 
use language to “make meaning”, but also rely on other non-verbal “modes” (Kress 
2010), such as gesture, posture, head movements and facial animation, often at the same 
time. Multimodality has been studied considering numerous aspects, e.g. its impact in 
the development of literary skills, the effects it produces for the reception of a certain 
idea or concept, its applications in different disciplines and fields (education, business, 
advertising, medicine, etc.) and so forth. Although it is a relatively new area of academic 
inquiry which developed in the 20th century (despite the fact that communication has 
always been multimodal, even before the advent of the digital era), the literature on 
multimodality is extremely vast and cannot be easily reviewed in just a few lines (cf. 
Jewitt 2016; Jewitt et al. 2016 for comprehensive overviews of the key themes and of the 
main theoretical as well as methodological issues within multimodality).  

In order to be able to carry out empirical research on multimodal communication, it 
is not enough to use the traditional mono-modal databases, because they do not provide 
the ‘bigger picture’ of real-life interactions (Adolph 2008). In other words, important 
contextual and non-verbal information is missing in static, text-only corpora, which 
are therefore not suitable to investigate the complex processes of meaning generation. 
There is a need for “annotated collection[s] of coordinated content on communication 
channels, including speech, gaze, hand gesture and body language […], generally 
based on recorded human behaviour” (Foster and Oberlander 2007: 307-308). It is by 
following this fundamental assumption that a collection of audio-visual data was used 
for the present analysis. On the one hand, the aim is to start working on the creation of 
an annotated multimodal learner corpus for ESP and, on the other hand, to show that 
the analysis of even small multimodal datasets provides a more complete and authentic 
picture of learners’ performance, while ultimately also raising instructors’ awareness of 
the importance of multiliteracies teaching and learning. 

This section provides examples of the students’ non-verbal signals accompanying 
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their speech during the 17 simulated lawyer-client interactions. In a number of 
circumstances, these elements appear to be used appropriately (according to the 
accepted principles of semi-formal or formal encounters) and to perform important 
functions, such as substituting words or supporting their meaning with a reinforcement 
effect. In other cases, instead, the students’ proxemics suggests that they are not fully 
aware of the “unwritten” rules of communication, especially in this particular context 
of semi-formal lawyer-client interactions.

Tables 7-10 below include, on the one hand, instances of body language use and of 
kinetographic gestures that effectively act out certain concepts, thus adding clarity to 
the message12; some other image frames, on the other hand, demonstrate that these 
students need to further develop their extra-linguistic skills in order to be able to 
conduct appropriate legal consultations. 

The image frames in Table 7 indicate that students often use iconic hand movements, 
which metaphorically replicate the semantic content conveyed by speech: in the first 
image it may be observed how the concept of helping is also expressed by physically 

12  The elements in bold in the tables are those with which the gestures are synchronized. 

Table 7. Examples of kinetographs accompanying speech

 

 

 

Table 7. Examples of kinetographs accompanying speech 

 

 Image frame Verbal text Non-verbal behaviour & interpretation 

1 

 

L: Well, I’m here to help you. Intersecting hands and fingers with 
palms up and moving them towards 
client, as if pretending to give 
something to her, showing willingness 
to help 

2 

 

L: I just want to encourage 
you to tell the story… 

Projecting left arm and hand towards 
client, showing willingness to help 

3 

 

L: We will sue them and we 
will ask them for damages, 
because the laptop has a 
guarantee and there is no 
reason why they shouldn’t 
change it. Ok? 

Opening arms and then bringing them 
further apart, indicating no 
understanding/disapproval of what 
happened to client 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7. Examples of kinetographs accompanying speech
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mimicking the act of giving something; similarly, the arm and hand movements in the 
second image communicate the lawyer’s availability to listen to and assist her client; in 
the third image we can observe how the lawyer’s open arms help to communicate her 
“being open”, so as to try to understand what has happened to the client.

Table 8 contains examples of body postures and facial expressions that signal 
confidence and presence, thus playing an important role in establishing rapport. In the 
three image frames selected, the students playing the lawyer’s role are simply listening, 
without saying anything. Their bodies speak silently through eye contact, facial 
expressions and body posture. In (4) the lawyer is looking attentively and intensely at 
the client, with an attitude that facilitates her reporting of the facts; in (5) and (6) the 
lawyer’s posture and facial expressions suggest interest and curiosity as well as an open 
and friendly willingness to serve her client.

Table 9 presents two interesting cases of performative hand gestures. While in (7) 
the physical act of raising both hands into a stop position, in order to advise the client 
not to act too impulsively, is also accompanied by the use of the imperative, in (8) 
only the hand gesture is used to rather abruptly tell the client that she should stop 
speaking and let the lawyer decide how to proceed with the interview. Students should 

Table 8. Examples of positive body postures and facial expressions

 

 

Table 8. Examples of positive body postures and facial expressions 

 Image frame Verbal text Non-verbal behaviour & interpretation 

4 

 

C: At the first I threatened to 
write as many mailing lists as 
possible to tell people not to 
buy computers from 
Carmecom, but they didn’t 
take me seriously. So now I 
want a sort of revenge. I 
decided to hurt Carmecom […] 
its sellers to take me back my 
money. 

Looking at the client, holding hands 
together with fingers intertwined, 
showing interest/willingness to listen 

5 

 

C: They ask me to wait in a 
turn, but I started shouting in 
front of the […]. Now they ask 
me to sign a retraction, 
otherwise they will accuse me 
of defamation. Which is the 
best things to do? 

Looking straight into client’s eyes, head 
slightly turned to the left, index finger 
of right hand touching right cheek, 
showing concentration, attention, 
interest and willingness to listen 

6 

 

C: I think I will sign the 
retraction. 

Nodding, smiling, communicating 
solidarity, agreement and satisfaction 
with client’s decision 
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be informed that certain body language signals might be interpreted as aggressive in 
another culture and that their impact should not be underestimated. Although some 
cross-cultural differences in body language use in the behaviour to be expected in 
formal lawyer-client interactions were discussed in the training phase, the students 
often underestimated the importance of these factors and paid more attention to their 
linguistic performance. 

Table 9. Examples of performative hand gestures

Table 10. Examples of inappropriate body language

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Image frame Verbal text Non-verbal behaviour & interpretation 
7 

 

L: Don’t be so impulsive! Raising both hands into a stop position, 
reinforcing the suggestion to change 
behaviour) 

8 

 

L: Okay. In order to understand 
better the situation show me the 
letter, please. 

Raising both hand into a stop position, 
showing that she needs time to talk) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Image frame Verbal text Non-verbal behaviour & interpretation 
  13 

 

C: Good afternoon, lawyer. 
L: Welcome. Can you sit? 
C: Thank you. 

Projecting body towards client and 
touching/almost holding his right arm 
(friendly/welcoming attitude) 

14 

 

L: Good morning. Let me 
introduce myself. I’m John. I’m 
[…] lawyer. Pleased to meet 
you. 
C: My pleasure. 

Standing in front of each other, keeping 
a short distance between each other 
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Table 10 contains two examples of body language use that would most likely be 
perceived as inappropriate in the context of a real lawyer-client interaction. In (13) there 
is physical contact between the two male students, going beyond a more traditional 
handshake: the lawyer has an over-friendly, reassuring attitude towards the client and 
nearly hugs him; in (14) the two female students stand very close to each other, which 
is also an unlikely scenario in a realistic situation. 

5. Conclusions

The present article has attempted to identify some of the recurrent difficulties that 
Italian university students have with the use of both general and specialized English in 
the context of simulated lawyer-client interactions. Their proxemic behaviour has also 
been observed following the widely recognized assumption that meaning is constructed 
contextually and multimodally. 

The analysis has highlighted the fact that overall many of these students still 
struggle with grammar and non-technical vocabulary, which makes us conclude that 
ESP instruction should not just focus on specialized lexis, but also aim at a constant 
reinforcement and maintenance of basic language skills. 

The students under investigation here frequently misuse very common and 
fundamental legal words and expressions, suggesting that they need to be repeatedly 
and more systematically exposed to written and oral stimuli, so that they can better 
familiarize themselves with single lexical items, collocational patterns and their correct 
pronunciation. ESP teaching should also follow a wide-angled socio-cultural approach 
taking into consideration a number of aspects that go beyond the verbal level. Although 
the data shows that many students use body language signals appropriately, others 
do not always seem to know how to behave formally or in accordance with cultural 
etiquette and expectations. However, these latter elements are of paramount importance 
for successful and effective communication. There are, of course, a number of possible 
variations and degrees of acceptability depending on the socio-cultural background of 
the people involved in the interaction. EFL students need to be fully aware of what 
is commonly expected, linguistically and non-linguistically, in the context of a formal 
exchange between a lawyer and a client. Non-verbal aspects of communication are often 
neglected by language instructors, but they should instead be given the same weight as 
learning grammar and vocabulary. 

The present study has a number of limitations that need to be acknowledged in 
order to improve future research in this area. First of all, more data should be collected 
and analysed multimodally if one intends to make generalizations about the features of 
Italian law students’ interlanguage and communicative abilities. This requires a long-
term commitment, because gathering data, transcribing and tagging it is an extremely 
labour-intensive and time-consuming activity. However, this is a necessary step, which 
would make it possible to obtain a more complete picture of how learners interact, 
verbally and non-verbally, in this specialized context. In addition, data should include 
recordings of students with different levels of proficiency in English and who are at 
later stages in their law degree course in order to observe potential changes in their 
performance. This was not possible at Pisa University, where legal English is taught to 
first-year students only, many of whom also refused to take part in the activities and/
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or did not want to be videoed. Therefore, a larger project involving more universities 
and students is necessary to add a more solid scientific basis and research perspective 
to the study. This would also make it possible to start creating multimodal learner 
corpora and analysing ESP communication as a holistic, all-encompassing phenomenon 
consisting of various components. 
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